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Hakatai Introduces New “Ready to Display” Glass Mosaic Mural Program 
  

For Immediate Release: Hakatai Enterprises, a leading 

importer and distributor of glass mosaic tile, has announced 

the launch of its new “ready to display” mosaic mural 

program. This innovative concept delivers mosaic murals 

already mounted and framed in a neutral metal frame, 

which do not require any tile installation for the end user. 

Hakatai’s experienced team of design professionals and 

mosaic artists can turn any photo or original drawing into a custom mosaic mural ready for 

immediate display. 

 

Ready to display mosaic murals from Hakatai are an ideal way to turn a favorite photo into an 

enduring piece of art. Hundreds of shades of colors in various surface textures are available to 

the mosaicists, allowing for beautiful simulations that capture the true color, texture and detailed 

shadings of the original image. An epoxy-based protective 

coating is applied to finished murals to create an attractive 

glossy finish and murals are signed by the artists. Ready 

to display mosaic murals are the perfect size to 

complement store-front displays, office or home settings, 

with the dimensions of the custom mural depending on the 

original photo submitted and the detail needed to recreate 

the image. 

 

The ordering process for ready to display murals is simple and easy, and Hakatai works with 

each customer to help guide them through every step of the way. Simply provide a photo or other 

original image to Hakatai and a price quote is provided with a drawing or sketch of the mural for 

approval before proceeding with the creation of the mosaic mural. General lead time for ready to 

display custom mosaic murals is approximately eight to 12 weeks after the final design has been 

approved. 
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For more information, please contact Hakatai Enterprises at: 701 Mistletoe Road, Ashland, 

Oregon 97520, or by phone: 541-552-0855, fax: 541-552-0861, or email: info@hakatai.com. 

Check out the Hakatai Enterprises, Inc., website at: www.hakatai.com.   


